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1. General views - looking in and loolcing out.

Photographic presentation at Jury.

2. The site - its components.

Photographs and maps

.

3. Internal visual environment.

k. Bo\indaries and approaches.

5. The inhabitants
- who they are
- what they do
- how they got there

6. Conclusions

! I

for Part 2

for Part 3

Site plan I ' = 400'

Visual maps //I and //2

Plan and section I" = 64'

Use map for Part 5

Transportati en and shopping map

Schools

1 - 1 li





Part 3 - On the Site, the Visual Environment.

Photographs will be shown at the jury. Sqq also accompanying visual maps.

A. Boundaries and lack of choice.

^. ^ Mt. Vernon Street, very large and very direct, divided by islands and

-^r'^Siain-link fence, neatly prevents relationships between the activities on

^;^S^ts sides. It provides the only focus on the site -- the pumping station.

The buildings scarcely belong to the site. There is too much contrast

i> between the built and the unbuilt parts, not to mention a lack of variety,

j/1 that prevents an easy transition from the water's edge to the buildings'

i/c>7?edge. Large walls are made, in effect, when the seven-story tovrers come

j
to a halt, and then suddenly there is open expanse. Some spatial definition

I

is needed between.

The arrangement of the units makes strongly enclosed space. One gets

few glimpses out, they are unrevealing, and thus irrelevant.

v/ithin the enclosed space, there is some continuity, but it is all the

same. Asphalt is everywhere, and so road areas and play areas are indis-

tinguishable spatially. For the resident, there is only his own apartment,

the hallway, the front steps, and then a vast, undifferentiated array of

walls, corners, and grayness. Little choice, and so little interest. The

need for a variety of semi-private and public spaces is overwhelming.

Without them there are rigid boundaries on the one hand, and, on the other,

an unstructured sameness

.

And what of inside? There is no indication at all; the walls close

it off. No one is at his window.

"^'fy

U.

B. Knowing where one is.

Orientation points can give some character to an homogeneous place.

Even the long-time resident, who has memorized his position by smaller clues,

needs to know his relationship to a wider area. What exists? The direction

and order of the buildings is confusing. The stack of the heating plant

is the only distinct thing within the site. More diversity is needed to^

know where one is (among other things)

A more obvious orientation "tcTdowntown Boston vrould help. There are

wonderful views to be had, in e-very direction; they have to be made_

meaningful

.

C

.

Scale

Scale is closely linked with the use of things; it is the sign that

the space or the thing is used in an ordered and human way. Obvious mistakes

in the variety and size of things indicate a lack of human-ness. At Columbia

Point, these mistakes exist everywhere. It shows that there_ isn_[i_2-

structured community. Everything is interior and private. Outside, there

is overbearing mass and undifferentiated space -- no variety or intimacy.



I



There are a few things that give scale and structure -- the washing

areas the steps, the occasional seats, the doors, all exl.austingly^used.

Sere'are no balconies, no gates, little greenery, no texture underfoot,

fewllowers, all the things that create individualxty and pride out of

anonymity

.

Part h — The Boundaries and Approaches

Photographs will be shown at the jury

On every side, there are boundaries that limit choice.

Transportation

The most obvious boundary, sensed by all who come, either by MBTA

or car, is the ribbon of transportation and industry that converts the

neninsula into an island.
. , , • „

Confusion of direction heightens this sense of barrier, by making a

vagueness as to where one has been and where one is going. It severs any

link that one has brought.
.

The physical barrier is the outward sign of separation; one really

<./>/? vrants to pass by. ^ - ^ o + -iKio Cc-n fa-rl

tr<f/7S It al^° represents the boundary between two incompatible (so far;

ff)^p
ethnic groups.

B. Ethnic

XtJGr; The ethnic barrier is a powerful mental force. The Negro knows he

> /"-cannot use the land of the white-Irish community. The old entrenched

} -. attitudes as well as economic struggle prevent any change in the next
^

X C; fifty years or so. Here is the field for a creative social philogophy ^ ^-^
""-^ and action (see conclusions). ^ ^

C. Natural ^^^

The natural boundaries are barriers because they are unused; that is, ^ J
people, outside and inside the project, are not brought into relationship

with the water. With development, it would become a pathway, instead of (.^

a confinement

.

^
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Part 5 - The Inhabitants of Coliombia Point

The discussion below is largely based on infomation derived

from a study of the Columbia Point Housing Project done by Daniel

Yankelovich Incorporated for Tufts University School of Medicine,

TDublished April 1966, which in turn relied highly on a population census

conducted in September 196 5- Other sources include: "The Improvement y
of an Existing Public Housing Project," by Edward Dan Teitcner; as well

as conversations with Mr'.-FSiiik Pr:er (Community Organizer}, Mr. Stephen

Lesch (Chaplain), and Mr. Donald Strong (Director of the Action Center).

The Columbia Point project contains 1504 apartments ^/hich can hold

up to 6500 residents.

The influx of Wegros, and corresponding exodus of whites, to and

from Columbia Point is rapidly accelerating. In I96O, only ll^o of ^^e

project residents were Negro. By September I965. approximately hk^o of

all the residents were Negro - or 55/. of all non-elderly residents.

The approximately 6OO elderly are almost entirely white.

'^^^
Future ^ojection^, indicate almost total Negro occupancy due to:

r -L.* ^ the panic of white res-tdents who leave in greater numbers than Negro
^^^' ^*^

residents -lartly due to the greater availability of other housing

for them; the ratio of Negro to white applications is 3 to 1 -- due

mainly to the present racial balance-

The groups tend to live in clusters, c.f., use map. There are

r/Z, racial tensions with white tenants blaming Negro tenants for property

^ h, destruction. These seem to be particularly acute among the teen-agers.

' The whites (household heads) are mainly of Irish descent and were

raised in Massachusetts, primarily in Boston. Where many Boston Irish

have migrated to the suburbs, these people are part of a faarly clannish

group which remained in Dorchester-Mattapan and Roxbury. Those who came

to Columbia Point did so because of poverty, highway construction and

urban renewal.

A lai-ge proportion of the Negro household heads -- 25/0, however,

were raised in Southern small toras, and thus have been to some extent

victims both of unhealthy Southern racial (and educational) prejudices,

and of the transition from rural to urban life. The remai-img Negro

household heads were raised mainly in Massachusetts, particularly m
Boston. They came to Columbia Point for the reasons above intensified

by lesser availability of housing because of color. Prior go Columbia

Point, they generally resided in Roxbury.

Both Negros and whites maintain as strong ties as possible (taking

^^^ mobility into account - c.f., transportation map; only one family m
trdnS' fi^e owns a car). Shopping is done, if possible, in South Boston by the

Porl3U0n^^^^QS^ in Roxbury by the Negros, c.f., transportation map. Similarly

- t most Negros go (after attending the Dever School across the street --

/ / through the fourth grade) to the Oliver Wendell Hobes Jr. High, and

S^mXU Dorchester or Jeremiah Burke high schools — all now ghetto schools;

'TidpS most whites to South Boston High (all white) or B.C High. (The

see
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Part 6 — Conclusions

A. There is a general lack of social orientation {n the
people of Columbia Point that requires!

1. an improvement in housing policy, and general
social policy, so that Columbia Point, and
places like it, do not become dumping grounds
for social problem cases.

2. an improvement in conditions as they exist
now. The problem of racial tension is being
attacked by the 0. E.O, through more community
organisation and communication, i^luch more
needs to be done.

The number of families v/ith female heads
is a bad influence. V.'clfare policy tends to
perpetuate this. The current ADC mother-chi !d-
ren policy is stultifying. Everyone feels im-
prisoned. These families lack any kind of good
family life since there are few external inputs.
A possible solution might be:

8 hrs./day — retrain mothers to v;ork

3 hrs./day -- nursery for all infants
(from other areas, too)

This v/ould result in a greater socialization
for the whole family. The nursery might create
enough jobs to offset the new number of workers
produced by retraining the mothers.

a.

5. a higher degree of centralization than already
present.

e.g. The policy of no window boxes is
good because many tenants v;ould let them deter-

^X, i orate into physical hazards or_visual catas-
"^-InopJoas — morC'd^'Strucf i've' tharTthe 1^ewS"reTP
^ kept ones.

e.g. Janitorial duties — currently
apportioned to the tenants — should bo central-
ized to be efficiently discharged.

N.B. All these services, however, must be
done by the ccrrirunity i.n general, and through
the leadership in particular. Otherwise the
people wi II not feel that they are in any way
responsible for them, and will turn them into
objects of destruction, instead oT care.

B. Providing more diversity.

1. Expansion of the community to 20,000 to justify

y more services v/i I I turn the tenants toward more
interest in their immediate surroundings, and





begin to crcji-. " '.ocus, and perhaps o

ccrrrnun 1 ry

.

2. Diversity of uses .ind form v.'ou I d t-iclp to make

more dislinct area':., and give more a 3cnse of-

knowing •,;liero one is. It helps to relate

people to Their environment. The new shopping

eentor- is a case \ r, point; it provides new

functions on the site, but all n one big place;

it IS something separate, and wi i 1 not help

tp rcalte people 1o \.'hat is around thcm.lt

doesn't provide choice.

3. More diverse housing opportunities v/ould be

beneficial, and not just different i ncomc-

groupincg 'di vi cJcd ' rrcrn each'.cthcr.TThe oppop-
• tuni ty to^stoy under a 1 ,1 ; cijCflumstcnccshshoud be

open to anyone.

C. The visual environment needs clarity and structure,

so that people can more easily define their physi-

cal and social position in the v;orld.

D. Eliminating the barriers.

The structure of Columbia Point is that of

barriers and restraints on choice. Necessity seems to the underlying

factor; it makes one go there, it keens one there, and it creates

the envi ronmcnt.
',,'e need to bring in new forces to mold the

place in a positive way.

V.'hat can be done? V.'e have the tools of social

policy and physical design; both have the same objectives -- the

improvement of the human condition so that there are not barriers,

or conditions of necessity, or lacks of choice, but possibilities

for human communication.

Therefore, There must be:

1. Places where people have the opportunity to

con'mun i cate

,

2. Edges should be meaningful in terms of human

use and possibilities; they cannot be barriers.

3. There should be a diversity of uses and places,

and of people; and thjs a range within '.;hich

human choice can operate, and not necessity.
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